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“A policy brief is a concise standalone document that prioritises a 
specific policy issue and presents the evidence in non-technical 
and jargon-free language. In general, the purpose of a policy 
brief is to distil or to synthesise evidence with the intention of 
influencing the thinking and actions of policy actors as they take 
decisions in complex policy processes. That is, to achieve the 
elusive outcome of evidence-informed policymaking.” (Beynon et 
al 2012). 

WHAT: Policy Brief…many definitions…



WHAT: information on Policy Briefs

 Guidance notes and scientific papers analysing policy briefs 
strengths and weaknesses: mainly on other sectors: Health, 
Development, climate change

 Existing PB related to Biodiversity:

 lessons learned from BiodivERsA survey

 Search on “Google” to extract the most visible PB related to 
biodiversity and analyse them

 SPIRAL-DG RTD Workshop in 2013



WHY: questions you should ask yourself 
before starting…

target 
audience

Advocacy

scientific 
evidence

Needs?

Specific?

Aware?

Honest 
Brokerage

?

Options &
Recommend.

?

robustness
? References

?

Number of 
studies?





HOW: some recommendations…

KNOW YOUR 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE
Collaborate with
other projects on 

policy relevant 
questions: 

strengthen the 
evidence

Get to know the 
current policy

questions and even
the overall policy

cycle (timing!)

Embed policy briefs
in a strategy of 

engagement from
the beginning of the 

research



HOW: some recommendations…

FORMAT: 
Attractive and 

Sharp!

skimmable
format that is 
easy to read 

(less is more!)

understandable 
jargon-free 
language 

Use visuals 
(maps, figures)  
to Highlight key 

information

A list of key 
messages 

(/actions) and a 
reference list 

Use 
exploratory 
tools (e.g. 
scenarios)



HOW: some recommendations…

CONTENT
PB related to 

BIODIVERSITY

address and 
communicate 

uncertainty (CRELE, 
transparency)

case studies 
and real 

examples from 
practice 

Use visuals 
(maps, figures)  
to Highlight key 

information

list of accessible  
references and 

hyperlinksMake clear the 
causality between 

policy brief 
recommendations 

and policy issue



HOW: some recommendations…

DISSEMINATION 
active rather
than passive

policy briefs 
transmitted by peers 

or known experts 
have more chances 

to be read 

Complementary 
of other SPI 
activities (e.g. 
meetings)

Co-build 
engagement and 
communication 

strategies

Attend policy 
events ( e.g. 
Green week)



Limitations of Policy briefs…
 Not enough or Too much

 Difficult to identify the target, it might be necessary to target 
several different types of policy makers (local, regional, nat., EU) 

 Understanding the policy makers needs is challenging and their 
timing does not match research pace

 Difficult to know the real impact of  policy briefs:

Monitoring strategy

Could policy documents refer to policy briefs they used: citation 
index?

 Time consuming for researchers to do research, develop 
communication, engage stakeholders, get to know them….



Thank you…


